
ACCESSIBILITY GUIDE



This is a guide to make your visit to Roe & Co Distillery more 
accessible. This guide will explain the building and our 
experiences, and advise where there are high sensory areas. 
We offer sensory kits that include ear plugs and sunglasses at 
our reception should you need them. You can wear your own ear 
defenders and sensory equipment, or exit Roe & Co Distillery at 
any point. Just ask a member of staff and they can assist you in 
leaving or bring you to the Powerhouse Bar to sit.



Roe & Co is a fun and exciting 
Whiskey Distillery in Dublin



You can take part 
in Cocktail and 
Whiskey blending 
classes



Sean & Shane 
working for Roe & Co
Our staff wear black 
t-shirts and are 
always happy to help

OUR STAFF



OUTSIDE AREA & ENTRANCE 
TO ROE & CO
When you arrive, you 
can come through the 
gates and walk into the 
main entrance of the 
distillery



GROUND FLOOR
ENTRANCE TO ROE & CO
This is our reception area. You can show your tickets here to a 
staff member, and wait for your experience to start. 
You can also shop in our retail store.



GROUND FLOOR
You will also find toilets and the Powerhouse bar on 
the ground floor. You can relax in the Powerhouse bar after 
your experience, and have another cocktail or soft drink.



STAIRS & ELEVATORS
There is a stairs or an elevator to the first floor. 
The second floor is where our experiences take place.



FLAVOURS EXPERIENCE
The Flavours Workshop takes place in this room - 
here you will sit with a group of people and learn 
how to make cocktails. This involves tasting 
flavours and shaking a cocktail maker! 



BLENDING EXPERIENCE

If you are doing the Blending 
experience, you will walk 
across the bridge to the 
Blending room. 

This area is quite warm and 
has strong smells.



BLENDING EXPERIENCE

The Blending Workshop takes 
place in this room - here you 
will sit with a group of people 
and learn how to blend 
whiskey. This involves tasting 
flavours and making an Old 
Fashioned! 



POWERHOUSE BAR
After your tour, you can go downstairs and relax in 
the Powerhouse bar, and have another cocktail or soft 
drink. When you feel ready, you can leave through our 
front door. We hope you had a great day!



WE LOOK FORWARD TO 
MEETING YOUAT ROE&CO


